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Résumé :

Cette étude est basée sur la simulation numérique de l'éoulement turbulent autour d'une turbo-voile,

un pro�l épais équipé d'une grille d'aspiration. Les équations instationnaires de Navier Stokes sont

formulées pour un �uide inompressible et résolues pour un nombre de Reynolds basé sur la orde du

pro�l Re = 105. Les simulations sont d'abord e�etuées pour un pro�l sans grille, en faisant abstration

de la zone �uide à l'intérieur de la turbo-voile. Cette dernière est alors plaée sous une inidene nulle

puis sous un angle d'attaque de 15◦. Di�érents modèles de turbulene sont appliqués : le modèle v2f ,
le modèle Rij SSG et le modèle LES dynamique. Ensuite, 'est le as de la turbo-voile équipée d'une

grille ave aspiration qui est étudié. Pour ette dernière on�guration, les aluls sont exéutés ave le

modèle Rij SSG. Les résultats obtenus montrent l'in�uene de quelques aratéristiques de la grille sur

les performanes du pro�l.

Abstrat :

This study is based on numerial simulation of turbulent �ow around a turbo sail, a blu� body equipped

with sution grid. The unsteady Navier-Stokes equations are expessed for an inompressible �uid and

solved for a Reynolds number based on the pro�le hord Re = 105. Simulations are �rst performed for

the pro�le without sution grid, ignoring the �uid area inside the turbo sail. This pro�le is set at zero

inidene and at an angle of attak of 15◦. Three turbulene models are applied : the dynami LES

model, the v2f model and the Rij SSG. Then the ase of the turbo-sail �tted with a sution grid is

studied. For this on�guration, omputations are performed with the Rij SSG turbulene model. The

obtained results show the in�uene of some grid harateristi on pro�le performanes.

Mots lefs : turbosail ; RANS ; LES

1 Introdution

The work presented here fouses on the �ow ontrol around a thik pro�le, the aim being the impro-

vement of aerodynami pro�le performane. As already mentionned by [11℄ and other [5℄, there are

di�erent tehniques to ontrol the boundary layer, passive or ative [6, 7℄, based on the blowing or

sution or on syntheti jets [2℄. The ontrol tehnique applied here is the sution of the boundary layer

whih result in drag redution.

The studied devie is the turbosail, a pro�le intended for ship propulsion, similar to that used on the

Alyone [10℄. The setion pro�le has an ovoid shape with a prolonged spoiler and it is equipped with

an intake grid on the upper surfae, all along the span. The turbosail is hollow, the interior being of

ylindrial shape. The air sution is arried by the irular base.

This study is arried out by numerial simulation of the �ow around the pro�le. The methodology as

well as the obtained results are presented in the next setions.

2 Numerial approah

It is assumed that loal veloities and Mah numbers are low so that the ompressibility e�ets are

negleted. The �ow is modeled using an inompressible Navier Stokes solver, assuming a fully turbulent
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�ow. Three turbulene models are ompared : an eddy visosity model, v2f , a Reynolds Stress transport
Model (RSM), Rij SSG and a dynami LES model. The model equations an be desribed as follows :

Let Ω ⊂ R3
a 3D spatial domain oupied by the �uid and xi the Cartesian oordinates of a point of Ω.

The inompressible Navier Stokes equations are based on pressure-veloity formulation and expressed

in the general Cartesian tensor as :

� Mass equation

∂ui
∂xj

= 0 (1)

� Momentum equations

ρ
∂ui
∂t

+ ρ
∂ui uj
∂xj

= −
∂p

∂xi
+ 2

∂ (ν Sij)

∂xj
−

∂τij
∂xj

(2)

with

Sij =
1

2

(

∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)

and τij = 2νtSij +
1

3
τkkδij

where ui and p are respetively, the time-averaged veloity omponents and the pressure for RANS

models, or the �ltered veloity omponents and the pressure for the LES model. νt is the turbulent

visosity provided by the RANS model. As for the LES one, νt is the subgrid sale visosity. δij is the
Kroneker oe�ient. ρ is the �uid density and ν is the �uid kinemati visosity.

2.1 Turbulene modeling

The v2f model is based on three transport equations for k, ε and v2 (the normal omponent of the

Reynolds stress tensor) and on an ellipti equation for f , the soure term of v2. Di�erent versions of
the v2f model have been developed sine it was introdued by Durbin. The model used in this work

was proposed by Laurene et al. [9℄. It is based on a hange of variable from v2 to ϕ = v2/k that lead

to, a boundary value problem with homogeneous boundary onditions, �xed-sign soure terms [9℄ and

a modi�ed equation for f being f . Far from the wall, it is assumed that the turbulene is isotropi and

the k − ε equations are then applied.

The Rij SSG model is quadratially non linear in the anisotropy tensor [13℄. This model uses a Reynolds

stress approah that improve the pressure-rate-of strain in the Reynolds stress equations by taking into

aount the non-linear return to isotropy. Aording to Basara et al. [3℄ the Rij SSG model provides

aurate results for a wide range of appliations as reirulating �ows or vortex shedding alulations.

In the dynami LES model, the Smagorinsky onstant varies in spae and time. The version used in

these simulations is the Germano model based on a least square method.

2.2 Boundary onditions

Boundary onditions for RANS omputations. Inlet onditions spei�ed for RANS omputa-

tions are U∞, the free stream veloity, k∞, the free stream turbulene energy and ε∞, the dissipation

rate of turbulene de�ned as : k∞ = 1.5U2
∞

I2 and ε∞ = 10Cµ k
3/2
∞ /(κLref ) where I is the turbulene

intensity, Lref = c is the referene hord lenght, Cµ and κ are onstants (Cµ = 0.9 and κ = 0.42).

A wall funtion is applied with the Rij SSG model, a high Reynolds numbers turbulene model. The

law used is a two veloity model that involve the frition veloity of the �uid at the wall, u∗, and a

frition veloity uk, whih is a funtion of the kineti energy of turbulene k.

Inlet onditions for LES omputations. The numerous work related to boundary onditions

in LES alulation [8, 12℄ show that the de�nition of appropriate boundary onditions is not always

obvious, in partiular for inlet ondition. A review of some applied tehniques is presented by Tabor

and Baba-Ahmadi [14℄. In our ase, we used the Syntheti Eddy Method (SEM) of Jarrin et al. [8℄.

The inlet �ow �eld is deomposed as a �nite sum of spin eddies of whih size is equal to the turbulent

length sale. Aording to Jarrin et al. [8℄, this tehnique reprodues the best strutures of the �ow.

Similar omments were reported by Patil et al. [12℄ who have applied this tehnique for a bakward

faing step.
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2.3 Algorithm and shemes

All simulations are performed using ode_Saturne (version 2.3). The equations are solved by the �nite

volume method with a frational time step integration, similar to SIMPLEC algorithm. SOLU, a seond

order UPWIND sheme is applied for the spatial disretization of momentum equations. Equations

for k and ε are disretized using the UPWIND sheme. The �nite volume method implemented in

ode_Saturne is formulated for non-staggered and unstrutured grids. An iterative method is applied

to alulate the gradients at the interfaes [1℄. For RANS alulations, a �rst order impliit time

integration sheme is used. Seond order shemes are used for LES omputations.

3 Results

The turbosail is set at the enter of an H-domain whih extend for a distane equivalent to 5Lref ups-

tream and 30Lref downstream. South and North domain boundaries are loated at about ±12.5Lref .

The turbosail span is equal to 4Lref and upper boundary is loated at 4Lref .

The governing equations are solved for a Reynolds number based on the hord of the pro�le Re = 105.
First, alulations are performed ignoring the �uid area inside the turbosail, without sution and grille.

The turbosail is then set at �xed inidene. Thereafter, the pro�le is equipped with sution and grid

all along the span.

3.1 Pro�le without sution

RANS omputations. Two omputationnal grids of about 3 106 ells are built for RANS models.

The two grids are similar. They are both of hybrid type and generated by blok. But they di�er by the

value of y0, the �rst row height of ells around the turbosail. y0 is hosen so that the adimensionnal

height y+ ≈ 1 for the v2f omputations and y+ ≈ 20 to 180 for the Rij SSG omputations. These

RANS omputations are performed for the turbosail set at two �xed angle of attak, 0◦ and 15◦ but

only results are given for the pro�le at 0◦.

The veloity ontours obtained with both turbulene models at two time steps t∗ = U∞ t/c are shown
on �gure 1. The maximal veloities found are 2.0U∞ for the SSG model and 1.7U∞ for the v2f model.

Higher aeleration of the �ow is then obtained with the Rij SSG model. As for the v2f model, a larger

aelerated �uid zone is found. Separation ours at about 110◦ on the upper surfae and shedding

vorties are observed in the wake. The �ow strutures of the wake seem similar for both models (Figure

1 (a) to (d)) however, with the v2f model, the vorties are mixed downstream the turbosail in the near

wake Figure (1 (e)). The Rij SSG model shows that the two pairs of vorties are mixed also in the

wake but small spinning vorties still remain. (Figure 1 (f)). Spoiler auses asymmetri wake �ow that

is not found with the v2f model. These results are also shown by the urves of lift and drag oe�ients

depited on �gure 2. The v2f model shows that both lift and drag oe�ients are varying periodially ;

Moreover a small periodi seondary osillation is observed for the drag oe�ient. The Rij SSG model

shows that both lift and drag urves have a double osillation, one with a small amplitude and low

period and the seond with a higher amplitude and longer period. The small osillations are attributed

to the spoiler in�uene and the larger ones to the vortex reated by the �ow separation on the extrados.

Similar values are found for the drag oe�ient, whih is not the ase for the average lift o�eient.

Flow patterns found with the Rij SSG model are similar to those found with other omputations

performed with the low Reynolds number Rij EBRSM model (not shown here) but average values of

the lift and drag oe�ients are lose to those obtained with v2f model. This ould be explained as

follows : boundary layer is well resolved by the low Reynolds number v2f model but this is not the

ase for areas away from the wall and mainly the wake. In these zones, the �ow is better resolved by

the Rij SSG model. However, with this high Reynolds model, boundary layer �ow is not aurately

resolved espeially when evaluating pressure fores. As the wake �ow is well predited by this model,

the drag fore alulation is improved.

LES omputations. Two omputationnal grids are built for LES simulations. The �rst one is om-

posed of about 12 106 ells, with 60 elements on the span and the seond one is omposed of more than
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(a) Rij SSG - t∗ = 133 (b) v2f - t∗ = 133

() Rij SSG - t∗ = 177 (d) v2f - t∗ = 180

(e) Rij SSG - t∗ = 177 - In the viinity of the

airfoil

(f) v2f - t∗ = 180 - In the viinity of the airfoil

Figure 1 � Veloity magnitude ontours around the turbosail set at α = 0◦ inidene - v2f and Rij

SSG models

Time (s)

70

(a) CD-RANS-α = 0
◦

Time (s)

70

(b) CL-RANS-α = 0
◦

Figure 2 � Temporal variations of drag and lift oe�ients for the turbosail set at α = 0◦ inidene -
RANS models
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(a) Mesh1 - t∗ = 6.58 (b) Mesh2 - t∗ = 6.56

Figure 3 � Contours of veloity magnitude obtained with LES omputations

(a) ase 484 (b) ase 486

Figure 4 � Veloity ontours around the turbosail with sution

22.5 106 ells with 120 elements along the span. In both grids, the spaing around the turbosail are

δs/c ≈ 3 10−3
and y+ ≈ 1. This is a oarser LES simulations in the spanwise diretion but nevertheless,

it is expeted that the main physial strutures will be aptured.

Similar results are ahieved with both omputationnal grids. The ontours of veloity magnitude (Fi-

gure 3) show the begining of the rotating vortex reation downstream the spoiler.

3.2 Pro�le with sution

For the turbosail equipped with grille and sution, two on�gurations are onsidered. In both ases,

the grille extends over 48◦. The in�uene of the slots number is ompared : the �rst grille has 4 slots

(ase 484) and the seond one has 6 slots (ase 486). These omputations are performed with the Rij

SSG turbulene model.

Veloity ontours around both turbosails with sution are represented on �gure 4. The �gure shows

that the massive turbulent separation on the extrados does not our. It is laminarized and delayed

near the trailing edge, on the spoiler. It is also shown that the vortex sheddings are suppressed by

sution. The �ow is aelerated in the neighborhood of the sution grille.

The resulting lift and drag oe�ients are depited on �gures 5. Comparing these results with those

obtained for the turbosail without sution, it is found a derease of the drag oe�ient and an inrease

of the lift one. Higher lift oe�ient is found for the 4 slots grille, however the 6 slots grille have a

higher CL/CD ratio. Thus, a better performane is obtained with the 6 slots grille (ase 486).

4 Conlusion

Turbulent �uid �ow omputations have been performed for a turbosail with sution. First, three tur-

bulene models have been applied for a pro�le without sution, an eddy visosity model, a RSM model

and a dynami LES model. Similar �ow patterns are obtained with both RANS models however lift

oe�ients are di�erents. Then the in�uene of the sution on the pro�le performane is onsidered.

It is found that performane are improved and that better lift to drag ratio is obtained when the slots

number inreases from 4 to 6, for a given grille extend. Moreover, vortex sheddings are suppressed by

the sution. It is thus expeted that vortex indued vibrations will not oured.
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Time (s)

6

(a) Drag oe�ient

Time (s)

6

(b) Lift oe�ient

Figure 5 � Temporal variations of drag and lift oe�ients for turbosail with sution - ase_484 and

ase_486
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